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MISSION

Our Mission

Improving the health of every person we serve,
responding to the needs of our communities.

VISION Our Vision

Innovative, high quality health care - inspired
and delivered by our team and partners.

Our Values

VALUES

Integrity • Respect • Excellence • Growth

STRATEGIC PILLARS

Quality • Organizational Health • Partnerships • Advocacy
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Our Riverside

La Verendrye General Hospital. Emo Health Centre. Rainy River Health Centre. Rainycrest Long Term Care Home.
Non-Profit Supportive Housing. Community Counselling. Home Support. Valley Diabetes Education Centre.

At Riverside Health Care we take our responsibility to serve very seriously, and it
continues to be an honour to provide for our
communities of the Rainy River district. In
retrospect, this past year was met with continuing challenges; however, as we reflect on
this period of growth and transformation, this
annual report highlights some of our milestones and accomplishments of 2018-19.
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This past year we were proud to introduce
a new, updated Strategic Plan (2019-2021)
which we unveiled and began implementation of in January. During the development
of the plan, we reached out to many of our
internal and external stakeholders inviting
them to join us in collaborating to ensure
our respective plans worked well together, in
order to strengthen care across the continuum. Our team of dedicated volunteer directors, committed leadership, compassionate
staff, physicians and volunteers continue to
focus on our mission, vision, values and strategic pillars.
Mission: Improving the health of every person we serve, responding to the needs of
our communities. Vision: Innovative, high
quality health care- inspired and delivered by
our team and partners. Values: Integrity, Respect, Excellence, Growth. Strategic Pillars:
Quality, Organizational Health, Partnerships,
Advocacy.
Our newest strategic pillar, “Advocacy”, has
been a true focus for both our Board and Senior Team. We had opportunities to leverage
the challenges created by Rainycrest being
closed to admissions for over a year; the resultant surge in our inpatient volume of patients across the corporation, and our new
government’s implementation of wholesale
transformational change.
Senior management worked with the North
West Local Health Integration Network
(NWLHIN) as well as representatives from
the Ministry to advocate for assistance and
relief to address both our health and human

resource and financial challenges. With the
support of the Board of Directors, we voluntarily entered into a management agreement with Extendicare Assist, to aid us in
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reopening Rainycrest. With additional resources and efforts, non-compliance issues
were successfully rectified and the home reopened to admissions in March. Through our
advocacy efforts, and with the assistance of
our municipal partners, NWLHIN and Kenora-Rainy River District MPP Greg Rickford,
we were also able to secure in-year financial
pressure relief funding totaling $1.36 Million.
As CEO, Ted Scholten has not only engaged
this past year with government officials such
as Mr. Rickford, but also presented to Standing Committee on Finance and Economic
Affairs in January.
Fundamental and systemic changes continue to be made throughout healthcare. We
remain committed to working with the NWLHIN, local levels of government and all our
health system partners to determine the appropriate service requirements that will keep
health care in the Rainy River District strong.
Ontario Health is committed to the develop-

ment of Ontario Health Teams and Riverside,
along with local and regional health system
partners, have completed the Readiness
Assessment to determine next steps in this
transformation journey. Our Rainy River District West Local Health Hub and Rainy River
District Sub Region Collaborative tables remain involved as the process advances.
As Board Chair, Jan Beazley has continued
her involvement with the Ontario Hospital Association's Small, Rural and Northern
(SRN) Council which advises the OHA on
issues affecting SRN Hospitals in Ontario,
representing issues of concern in the North
from the governance perspective. In addition, she has been involved in the planning
for Rural and Northern Health Care Governance Workshops as well as the Rural and
Northern Health Care Conference. Jan will
be completing her term as Chair of Riverside
this June.

“In Riverside’s continued
commitment to excellence, and
recognition of great care close
to home, this past year we
implemented initiatives all aimed
to contribute to an integrated
and coordinated health care
system for all the residents of
Northwestern Ontario."
This included the long-awaited return of The
Regional Orthopedics program in April 2019,
as well as executing an effective business
plan in order to provide enhanced nursing
support to be available 24/7 within the Emergency Department of La Verendrye General
Hospital.
Our Riverside Leadership teams continue
to provide ongoing case examples of “Safety Moments” and “Patient/ Resident/ Client
Safety Stories” to the Board. These are an
opportunity to hear positive and negative
feedback from those involved in the provision

of care, and lessons learned from the front
line care experience. In addition, we continue
“For the Good of the Board”, which is an opportunity for leadership to share frustrations
or challenges faced by staff in their day to
day work life. These transparent reflections
have been invaluable in keeping the Board
grounded, while ensuring the focus remains
on high quality care and service.
In 2018-19, Riverside welcomed three new
members to our Board of Directors. Jon
Begg, Carlene Steiner and Peter Howie each
bring knowledge and experience to help balance the skills-based composition of the
overall Board.
We would like to recognize and thank Cindy McKinnon for her dedication and service
to the Board of Directors since 2016. Cindy
has served as both a Director and Committee member on various committees including Quality, Ethics and Community Advisory
Council. She chaired the Quality, Safety, and
Risk Committee of the Board this past year
as well. Our heartfelt thanks and best wishes
are extended to Cindy. In addition we recognize and thank Dr. Lorena Jenks, President of
the Joint Medical Staff. Over the past 4 years
Lorena has consistently represented area
physicians and brought her endless energy
and enthusiasm to the Board table.
We would also like to thank all the board
members for their help, support and dedication to Riverside Corporation and our communities.

“Together, we express our
appreciation and recognition
to all Riverside employees,
professional staff and the many
volunteers for their continued
loyalty and commitment to
providing innovative, high
quality health care."

It is also important to thank our Auxiliaries
and Riverside Foundation for Health Care for
their unwavering support in raising funds for
all our facilities.
As a multi-site, multi-sector health care corporation serving residents of the Rainy River
District, we remain committed to Riverside
and will continue to move forward with all of
our health system partners to ensure high
quality, effective health care.
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As my first year fulfilling the Chief of Staff role
comes to an end, I reflect back on all of the
positive outcomes in what has been a challenging year. The closure of Rainycrest Long
Term Care to admissions had a direct and instantaneous impact on both the residents of
the Rainy River District and all of the staff at
Riverside Health Care.

“Our staff is to be commended
for their extra efforts during
our significant increase in
occupancy, working over and
above expectations to ensure
that we could provide the best
care possible to our patients."
Our surgery department remains very busy
with the resuming of our orthopaedic services earlier this spring. Our two local surgeons, Dr. Elkheir and Dr. Eltawil, continue to
provide not only scheduled surgical services,
but also 24 hour call for emergency surgical
services. Dr. Elkheir continues to broaden
his scope of practice with increasing interventional radiology services and cesarean
section training. Many thanks go out to Dr.
Nugent who remains our only local physician
providing anesthesia and on call services.
This year Riverside purchased bipolar forceps
to initiate a new form of tubal ligation called
Tubal Desiccation, allowing for enhanced proficiency with quicker healing times. Thanks to
the efforts of the Riverside Foundation, the
surgery department was able to purchase a
52 inch endoscopy monitor.
Dr. Jenks, Dr. Halvorsen and Dr. Patel continue to provide obstetrical services locally with
prenatal, birthing and antenatal care. Our
commendations to Dr. Jenks who underwent
extra training for cesarean sections, and to Dr.
Patel and Halvorsen as acting baby doctors
in the operating room. Our MoreOB program
continues to operate within the levels of excellence, receiving an award granted to the
team for accomplishing set milestones. Dr.

Jenks has ensured that we have local continuing education in the area of obstetrics by
teaching 2 Neonatal Resuscitation Programs
as well as the Acorn program (Acute Care of
At-Risk Newborns), within this last year.
Our medical staff remains dedicated to
teaching of both medical students and residents. Dr. Ruppenstein has taken over this
role and worked diligently to increase our
presence in the realm of Northern electives
and rotations available to interested students.
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“In the past year, we have been
successful in recruiting three
new physicians, all of whom did
training placements with Riverside
Health Care."

Telemedicine
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Dr. Burley, Dr. Botsford and Dr. Keffer have all
settled nicely into their medical roles.

Both Dr. Moorhouse and Dr. Algie officially retired this past year, but continue to support
the district with locum and long-term care
services. We thank them for their combined
75 years of service and dedication to our
community. In summary it has been a challenging but productive year for our medical
staff. We are quite fortunate to have a medical staff that functions as a team and is supportive of all aspects of front line care.

Endoscopy
Screens
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Our Emergency Department continues to be
very busy. Although we are always striving for
ways to reduce the wait times, our department continues to operate at well above the
provincial average. Our local physicians are
managing on average approximately 60%
of the ER shifts, with locum coverage picking up the remaining 40%. Many thanks to
our Emergency Department Chief of Staff,
Dr. Nelson for making sure the department
runs smoothly and ensuring that every shift
is covered, thereby preventing any crisis closures of our emergency services.
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Organizational Health

OUR
RIVERSIDE
At Riverside our Strategic
Pillars are Quality,
Organizational Health,
Partnerships and Advocacy.
Each dedicated member of the Riverside team and its partners are
instrumental in providing innovative,
high quality health care. We live our
mission, values and our culture every
day in everything we do, and it shows,
as we respond to, meet and exceed the
needs of our communities.

Helping out in our Community

Our Information System & Technology
Department was instrumental (Organizational
Health) in implementing a new electronic
health record program into our Long-Term
Care homes. With generous support from

“It has been great in so many
ways for us. It has improved
and increased the accuracy
and accountability of our
documentation process. It has
also improved communication
between staff and helped in our
MDS management”
Simeon Elenwune
Clinical Manager, Rainycrest
the Foundation, this program Point Click
Care (PPC), simplifies and streamlines
documentation through the use of wireless
tablets enabling more Quality time with
residents, improving financial and operational
health, and mitigating risk.

When Grade 8 students at St.
Francis School were learning
about cell structures and systems
units, our staff engaged in the
classroom to help lead a discussion and further understanding
on what happens in our laboratory
behind the scenes each and every
day. This is just one of the many
ways our staff shapes our positive
public profile in the communities
we serve.

Ambutrans
A newly implemented Partnership with Ambutrans
now allows for medically
stable patient transports
(formally known as non-urgent patient transfers) two
days per week. This one
year pilot project greatly increases our Organizational
Health services.

The quick thinking of our night shift staff
ensured the safety of patients and residents as
well as saved valuable care equipment when
Rainy River Health Centre experienced a main
sprinkler break which resulted in significant
water damage in the emergency department,
observation and treatment areas.

“The leadership and teamwork
demonstrated by our staff, management
and community was greatly
appreciated.”
- Henry Gauthier
Vice President, Corporate Services, Chief
Operating & Financial Officer
The scope of damage caused was greatly
mitigated by the quick thinking and actions
taken by our staff along with the assistance of
the Rainy River Fire Department. The minimal
impact on services, both in the short term and
long term is truly remarkable and a testament to
Organizational Health across the organization.

Through continuous MoreOB training
efforts Riverside is solidifying how we do
things when it comes to Quality. It has
also put more awards on the shelf. For the
fifth year in a row our dedicated staff and
physicians received the MoreOB Recognition Award for ‘Outstanding Performance in
Application of Knowledge, Communication,
and Team Work in Order to Make Patient
Safety a Priority and Everyone’s Responsibility’, and were runners up this year for the
National Patient Safety Award.
Initially created to produce better clinical outcomes for mothers and babies, the
MoreOB (Managing Obstetrics Risk Efficiently) program is an interprofessional
patient safety program that focuses on
effective communication and teamwork. It
improves quality of care, influences culture
change, encompasses professional development and enhances knowledge management
in obstetrical units.
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Births

“with the implementation of
MoreOB the patient safety culture
has significantly improved and
continues to maintain a positive
culture of patient safety”
- Julie Loveday,
Director of Inpatient &
Emergency Services

131,037

Meals Prepared
at Rainycrest

562

Staff Members

have seen successes when implementing
these modules in other specialities and unit
wide, creating an extension into our Organizational Health pillar. Our MoreOB program
is a shining example of how team effort and
commitment from top to bottom continues
to improve on the safety and quality of care
we provide our patients and their families.

at 10:53 p.m. on Jan. 1 we welcomed
the first baby of 2019 here in our
Rainy River District.

MOREOB
PROGRAM

The MoreOB program involves evidenced
based education, skills drills and simulation.
It is a proven program that helps our obstetric team save lives, time and money through
improved safety performance, reduced liability costs, better mother and baby outcomes
and better use of resources. As its core focus is communication and patient safety, the
MoreOB program is open to all staff, and we

In Partnership with Confederation College dents gain the knowledge and confidence
Rainy River District Campus, we introduced while immediately being able to apply the
an innovative curriculum delivery model to theory they learned in the classroom by
help provide a solution to the local short- practicing their skills on-site. This hands on
learning aspect resulted
age of PSWs. The conin a more confident and
densed model com- "We are proud to partner
bined classroom and with Confederation College to proficient graduate. In
addition, through new rereal-life experiences
to support students help provide a solution to the cruitment and retention
in completing their shortage of PSWs being faced strategies (Organization
PSW certificate. While by the local community.”
Health) Riverside offered
studying at Rainycrest
students program beneand LVGH, this interfits including funding as- Jason Marchand sistance and conditional
active learning environment helped stu- Director of Human Resources employment offers.

new signage
This past year as part of our ongoing
commitment to continuous improvement (Quality) we replaced our aged
and weathered signs with new outdoor signage and building logos at
LaVerendrye General Hospital for the
emergency and main entrance. A new
facility sign was also installed at the
Emo Health Centre.

LVGH moved to A Centralized
Registration model this past
year. This change enhanced
patient flow, improved staff
and patient safety and
enhanced the Quality of patient
experiences. This change also
allowed for the Foundation
to move their office onto the
ground floor which increases
their visibility and access,
allowing them to better serve
the needs of current and future
donors, supporters and the
community.

New Riverside Courier

55

Students
Trained

208

Patient Navigator
Individuals served

42

Individuals
served by
Non-Profit
Housing.

Purchased through the
generous donations made to the
Foundations 2017 Christmas
Appeal, our new Riverside
courier truck hit the road this
past year. With approximately
395 round trips from Fort
Frances to Rainy River so far,
our new truck has been driving
the distance to support the
delivery of Quality services
across the district.

73,299

Kms driven

1347

Community
Counselling
visits

Celebrating the completion of
this years “Moving On from Stroke
(MOST)" program.
Our Stroke Prevention Clinic continues
to provide Quality patient and
community centric services, not only
in a preventative capacity but through
programs offered for those who are
dealing with the aftermath of a stroke,
as well as those who care for them.

425,219

Kgs of Laundry
LVGH: 194,523 kgs, Emo: 12,639 kgs,
Rainy River: 25,823 kgs, Rainycrest: 192,234 kgs

Hon. Greg Rickford,
Board Chair, Jan Beazley and
President & CEO Ted Scholten
Advocacy - This past year we hosted two
press conferences for the Hon. Greg Rickford, MPP. Alongside Riverside management,
Board members, staff, and the public, Mr.
Rickford announced in February that the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care would be

“The HIRF funding will help
us upgrade some of our older
sections of LVGH which will
improve the patient experience.”
Ed Cousineau
Director of Capital
providing Riverside with $62,000 in one-time
funding for the Health Infrastructure Renewal Fund (HIRF). When he returned in March,
Mr. Rickford announced Riverside would be
receiving $1.353 million in hospital pressure
funding.

FOUNDATION
MESSAGE
Bill Gushulak

FOUNDATION CHAIR

&

Allison Cox

FOUNDATION DIRECTOR

MISSION:
To raise funds for Riverside Health
Care for the purchase of medical
equipment, the support of patient/client
services, and the improvement of medical facilities for all residents of the area
served by Riverside Health Care.

Board & Committee Listing
Bill Gushulak – Chair
Delaine McLeod – Vice Chair
Tammy Kellar
Kim Jo Bliss
Deane Cunningham
Rob Georgeson
Livia Lundon
Paul Brunetta
June Keddie – LVGH & Rainycrest Aux Rep
Bev Langner – Rainy River Aux Rep
Carlene Steiner – Riverside Board Rep
Susan Irvine – Emo Aux Rep

It has been another banner year for the Foundation with over $460,000 brought in through
donations, memorials, special events and
fundraising that have allowed us to help keep
health care close to home!
This fiscal year, we were able to transfer
$419,056.00 to Riverside Health Care Facilities for equipment purchases and facility
upgrades. This included two portable ultrasound machines purchased in part with
funds raised through the Canada Day Cash
Lottery. The lottery was close to selling out
and brought in a net profit of over $17,000.
Tablets in the amount of $22,665 to implement the new Point Click Care system at
Rainycrest were purchased through our General Funds. These tablets allow staff to spend
more time with residents and less time completing paper work. Another large purchase,
made possible through the Fort Frances Mill
Employee Death Benefit Endowment Fund
received in 2014, was sliding doors for a new
Palliative Care room at LVGH. These doors are
situated between the patient room and the
living space in the Palliative Care room. They
allow for patient privacy and rest while family
members visit, comfort and spend time with
each other in a comfortable space. They also

4

Events/
Fundraisers
Held

MAMA NEEDS TO RELAX
CANADA DAY CASH LOTTERY
FIESTA LIKE THERE’S NO MANANA
XMAS APPEAL

$

73,414

Memorial
Donations
109 MEMORIAL FUNDS

double down as a barrier to create a negative
pressure space in the patient room should infection control be required.
Once again, the work of the Special Events
Committee has not gone unnoticed. This
group of volunteers continue to wow the public with their fun and creative annual events.
Mama Needs to Relax, the annual Spring Luncheon, raised almost $7,000 in just a couple
hours. These funds were used to purchase
a couch and loveseat for the chemotherapy
unit as well as an IV pump for the Rainy River
Health Centre. The Fall Gala was a Fiesta to
remember complete with a mariachi band, a
Mexican inspired buffet and tequila tasting.
Through the generosity of guests and sponsors, just short of $38,000 was raised for the
purchase of a monitor for the Endoscopy
Suite as well as a Fetal Monitor with remote
capabilities for the Obstetrics Unit.
The generosity and dedication of all four Auxiliaries as always is greatly appreciated. Combined, they donated a total of $198,299 to
the Foundation for the purchase of pledged
equipment. This includes $72,626 from the
LVGH Aux for the purchase of a washer/disinfector, $40,195 from the Rainycrest Aux for

21

Volunteers

Late in 2018 a donation of $20,000 was received from Rainy River resident Carol Peterson. A long time supporter of the Foundation,
Carol has donated $150,000 over her lifetime.
At the request of the residents, her most recent donation will be used to place a cement
pad under the gazebo located at the Rainy
River Health Centre, along with some other
necessary modifications/repairs.

“We wish to extend a huge
THANK YOU to YOU, our caring
donors, volunteers, supporters
and everyone that held third
party fundraisers for us. With
your help and generosity, we
are able to continue to support
health care close to home!

$ 111,156
From Events/

4

Third
Party
Fundraisers

new furniture in Mill Square, $20,000 from the
Emo Aux for a new shower room and $5,000
from the Rainy River Aux to go towards the
purchase of a Tandberg, an AV communication system that allows on site physicians to
access specialists in Thunder Bay.

SHOPPERS DRUG MART
JESSICA OGDEN -THIRTY ONE GIFTS
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION BR 29
RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY COUNSELLING SERVICES

Fundraisers

276,575

$

From
Gifts &
Donations

THIS INCLUDES $198,299 IN DONATIONS
MADE FROM AUXILIARIES

Spring Luncheon –
Mama Needs to Relax

The Annual Spring
Luncheon brought
just shy of $7,000 that
was put towards new
couches for the Chemo
Department and an IV
Pump for Rainy River.

Fall Gala –

Fiesta Like There’s
No Manana

Wendy Derendorf, Helena Guertin
and Robin McCormick pose in their
winning relaxed outfits.
k
The Special Events Committee too e
pos
to
ived
some time before guests arr
in front of the backdrop.

Always a popular event,
the sold out Fall Gala
raised almost $38,000 to
go towards the purchase
of a new HD Monitor for
the Endoscopy Suite as
well as a Fetal Monitor
with remote capabilities
for the Obstetrics Unit.

Open House

Open House

Foundation Director Allison
Cox and Foundation Chair Bill
Gushulak celebrate the opening
of the new Foundation Office
located in the main lobby of LVGH.

OR Monitor

OR Monitor

Riverside Foundation Chair Bill Gushulak
back row left, Riverside Foundation
Special Events Chair Janice Cousineau,
Riverside Foundation Director Allison
Cox, Registered Nurse Skylar Carlson,
Registered Nurse Cathy Ash, Registered
Nurse First Assistant Marna Martin,
General Surgeon Dr. Karim Eltawil
front row left, and General Surgeon Dr.
Shiraz Elkheir pose in front of the new
Endoscopy monitor that was purchased
through funds raised from the Fall Gala.

Canada Day cash lottery
Canada Day Cash Lottery
The Canada Day Cash Lottery was only 100 tickets
short of selling out and raised over $17,000 for the
purchase of two portable ultrasound machines
for LVGH and the Rainy River Health Centre.
Congratulations to all the winners, especially Pat
Basaraba (pictured above), the grand prize winner of
$10,000 and Kevin Busch the winner of the early bird
prize, a fishing trip for 2 donated by Manitou Weather
Station Fishing Lodge.

Special Events
Committee
Janice Cousineau, Co-Chair
Grace Cridland, Co-Chair
Allison Cox, Foundation Director
Jan Abbott
Neila Booth,
Natalie DeGagne
Livia Lundon
Joelle Paull
Lynne Savage
Paula Stringer-Hussey
Karen Woods

Our four dedicated Auxiliaries are an essential
part of the Riverside team helping contribute
to excellent quality of care in our district for
over 65 years!

OUR
AUXILIARIES
Auxiliary Presidents:
Mary Curtis - Emo Hospital Auxiliary
Judy Webster – La Verendrye General
Hospital Auxiliary
June Caul – Rainycrest Auxiliary
Joyce Penner – Rainy River Hospital
Auxiliary

443

Total Auxiliary
Members
LVGH: 234, RAINY RIVER: 50,
RAINYCREST: 130, EMO: 29

Today, our Auxiliaries are as strong as ever,
serving the Rainy River Health Centre, Rainycrest, Emo Health Centre, and LaVerendrye
General Hospital communities. Their crucial
volunteer services and fund raising activities
improve the quality of care and comfort of
patients, residents and their families, while
enhancing programs and services for our entire community.
Last year Auxiliary members dedicate thousands of volunteer hours to raise funds for
needed equipment and facility upgrades, bursaries and many other important programs
and services.

Every Auxiliary member brings
unique skills and experience
contributing to the mission of
their Auxiliary and is valued
and recognized for enriching the
lives of others in the community
in countless ways.
From the annual strawberry socials, serving
cafeteria meals, planning resident birthday
parties, sewing and knitting articles for sale in
the gift shops they operate, spring teas, providing entertainment and running activities,
aiding in hospital devotions and so many other things in between the Auxiliary members
work hard daily to contribute to the success
of their respected Riverside facilities and this
entire district.

OUR
AUXILIARY
QUICK FACTS

211

Members with
over 25 years
of service

198,299
$ Capital
Equipment
Purchases

18

Total District
Wide Events

RAINY RIVER $6,777, EMO $22,798,
RAINYCREST $82,616, LVGH $86,106

28 New

210

Spirit of
Christmas
attendance

$ 1000
FFHS

Scholarship
LVGH

1100

Emo Cafeteria
Volunteer Hours
SELLING AND SERVING MEALS

Auxiliary
Members

1063

Strawberry
shortcakes
served
STRAWBERRY SOCIALS: 3

OUR RIVERSIDE
Visit us
Corporate Office
110 Victoria Avenue, Fort Frances, ON P9A 2B7

Contact us
807 274 3266
riverside@rhcf.on.ca

Connect with us
www.riversidehealthcare.ca
@OurRiversideHC
#OurRiverside

Help us
By donating to the Riverside Foundation for Health Care,
you will not only be helping to meet immediate needs, but
you will also help to define the way health care is provided
in our communities for years to come.
Whether your contribution is large or small, every donation
makes a difference.
Contact our Foundation at 807 274 4803 or
www.riversidefoundation.ca

